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NEW EXHIBITIONS FOR NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2020

ARNY NADLER
Firstlings: Sculptures + Works on Paper
DOUGLASS FREED
Mystical Light

VAN McELWEE
Media Room
Flag and Its Shadow
PATRICIA OLYNYK
Window on Forsyth
Oculus

Exhibition Dates: October 31 – December 23, 2020
Due to the pandemic, the Opening Reception will be Saturday, October 31st, from 2 to 7 pm.
(SAINT LOUIS, MO — October 12, 2020) — Bruno David Gallery is pleased to present new
sculptures and drawings by St. Louis-based artist Arny Nadler, new paintings by Missouribased artist Douglass Freed, an art video by St. Louis–based artist Van McElwee, and a
sculpture installation by Patricia Olynyk in the gallery’s vitrine space, WINDOW ON FORSYTH.

(over, please)

Bruno David is pleased to present Firstlings: Sculptures + Works on Paper, an exhibition of new
sculptures and drawings by Arny Nadler. This will be his first solo exhibition with the gallery. In
conjunction with the exhibition, Bruno David Gallery will publish a catalogue of the artist’s work with
an in-depth exhibition history and bibliography.
Nadler’s sculptures investigate the body in a
state of ambiguous metamorphosis. Many
works begin as individual parts that are
eventually grafted together in a manner that
nods at structural order but disregards
anatomical and proportional correctness.
Irregular outgrowths in the material signal
erratic germination or atrophy—a
misfiguration of appendages. The resulting
forms are often simultaneously heroic and
absurd—they acknowledge the limitations of
the body and flout conventional response
systems. Where traditional figurative
sculpture often captures a predictable
motion in time and space, Nadler’s work
changes as the viewer moves around it.
What happens on one side might be wholly
unanticipated on the other. By working
against symmetry, he confronts the
expectations of wholeness for the body.
Nadler’s work draws on human, animal, and otherworldly bodies, all precariously gesturing, as if they
themselves do not know what they truly are. Approaching this idea with a sometimes-wry sense of
humor, these self-deprecating forms are subject to the same gravitational challenges we all face as
beings of this earth. These strange bodily forms defy disambiguation. Their stilled and puzzling nature
is grasping for truth or a viable system to make things whole.
Nadler has been included in exhibitions at the Orange County Center for Contemporary Art, the Clay
Center of New Orleans, and the on-line exhibition of the Korean International Ceramic Biennale 2019.
His outdoor sculptures have been exhibited at venues across the country, including the Newport
Beach Civic Center, the Evanston Art Center, the Kingston Sculpture Biennial, the Catherine Konner
Sculpture Park in West Nyack, NY, Cedarhurst Center for the Arts and the University of Alabama,
Huntsville. His permanent, site-specific sculpture titled Whelm was commissioned by Gallery 210 at the
University of Missouri—St. Louis. In 2017, He moderated the panel Material Poetics at the International
Sculpture Conference in Kansas City, MO. He has presented at the Foundations in Art: Theory and
Education Conference and the Mid-America College Art Association Conference and has been a
visiting artist at several universities and colleges. Nadler is a recipient of a George Sugarman
Foundation grant, a St. Louis Regional Arts Commission Fellowship and two Faculty Creative Research
Grants from the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts at Washington University in St. Louis.
(Image: Arny Nadler. St. Louis’ studio view. October 2020)
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Bruno David is pleased to present Mystical Light, an exhibition by Missouri-based artist
Douglass Freed. This will be his third solo exhibition with the gallery. In conjunction with the
exhibition, Bruno David Gallery will publish a catalogue of the artist’s work with an in-depth exhibition
history and bibliography.
For nearly twenty years, Douglass Freed made
non-objective grid structured paintings. He
started to see references to the landscape in
these works. He literalized those references by
painting oil landscape vistas of horizons,
clouds, and bodies of water. He currently paints
luminescent oil paintings where he finds the
grey area between traditional landscape
painting and its abstraction into color fields. He
tries to capture the mystical light found in
natural atmospheric effects: the haze in the
distance on humid summer days, the overcast
gloom of winter skies, and the softness of
landscape bathed in fog, and the quieting
mood of approaching darkness. Freed intends
to create paintings imbued with a meditative,
spiritual presence suggestive of time and
ecology. He does this by softly modulating
color, tone, and value. The color varies from
quiet and monochromatic, to fully orchestrated
and chromatic. By blending from one hue to
another he creates color which makes itself gradually felt, weeping forth. In this manner, he creates
illusions of mysterious emanations of light, places where one’s eyes and spirit are invited to linger.
Douglass tries to imbue his work with a significant presence, epic in both size and scope. He does this
by orchestrating the separate elements of color, texture, and structure into a harmonious whole.
Douglass says: “I seek a somewhat reductive image rich in value and contrast. I do not want anything
to distract from the illusion of depth. The compositions are about ambiguities of form and void,
foreground and background, and surface and deep space. My roots lie in tonalism, color field
painting, and minimalism. However, my work contains an ever-present awareness of the dramatic use
of light of the post-Renaissance chiaroscurists. It combines a classical awareness of structure with a
romantic use of color always in combination with a unique sense of ambiguity.”
Douglass Freed was born in Garden City, Kansas (1944). He had over 80 solo exhibitions, and his work
is in 20 museum collections and over 40 corporate collections. He lives and works in Sedalia, Missouri.
(Image: Douglass Freed. Evening Fog, 2017)
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Bruno David is pleased to present Flag and Its Shadow a video work by Saint Louis–based artist
Van McElwee. This will be McElwee’s fifth exhibition with the gallery.
The video Flag and Its Shadow was
created in 2004 but reflects the
continuing crisis of the United States.
The 3:22 minute long video features
the American flag as a symmetrical
form with shifting hues, emblematic
of complexities and contradictions. In
the current political climate, this video
and its inherent forms reflect the
disunited nation with cultures and
countercultures which are constantly
in conflict but never able to separate.
These themes are impossible to
ignore with the simultaneous events
of the upcoming Presidential Election,
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and many others. The forms of the piece are illustrative of
America’s true identity, the promise of liberty and freedom for all of its people, but in the dark
shadow of reality the aspiration is difficult to obtain.
Van McElwee is currently showing an exhibition titled Time Fork curated by Dana Turkovic at the
Laumeier Sculpture Park (October 11, 2020–May 9, 2021.) You can read more at
https://www.laumeiersculpturepark.org/upcoming-exhibition
Van McElwee received his MFA in Multimedia 1978 from Washington University School of Art and his
BFA in Printmaking in 1973 from the Memphis College of Art. Selected installations and one-person
shows include: Anthology Film Archives, New York; ARTpool in Budapest; The Shanghai Duolun
Museum of Art, China; Galerie Trabant, Austria; Rencontres Video Art Plastique in France; Berkeley
Museum of Art Pacific Film Archive, California; The Marsh Gallery at the University of Richmond,
Virginia; Medienwerkstatt in Vienna and Ohio University Gallery of Art. Selected group shows include:
The National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; Paula Cooper Gallery New York; The Long Beach
Museum of Art; Ars Electronica, ZKM, Siggraph; Camden Arts Centre, London; Wexner Center for the
Arts; Milwaukee Art Museum; Japan Media Arts Festival, Tokyo; ASIFA Austria, Museum Quartier,
Vienna; Worldwide Video Festival at the Stedelijk Museum; The Renaissance Society at the University
of Chicago; Art in General, New York; Digital Dance Festival, Seoul, South Korea and Palais des Beaux
Arts, Lille, France. His grants and awards include: A John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Fellowship; St. Louis Regional Arts Commission Artist Fellowship; The American Film Institute
Independent Filmmaker Award and the National Endowment for the Arts Independent Production
Fund. McElwee’s work is represented by Bruno David Gallery, St. Louis, The Kitchen in New York, Inter
Media Art Institute in Germany and Galerie Trabant, Austria. He is Professor of Electronic and
Photographic Media at Webster University, St. Louis, Missouri.
(Image: Van McElwee. Flag and Its Shadow, 2004. 3:22 min. Still photo from single-channel video)
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Bruno David continues to present a sculpture installation Oculus by Patricia Olynyk in the gallery’s
vitrine space, WINDOW ON FORSYTH (First shown at Palazzo Michiel dalle Colonne in Venice, Italy.)
This is Olynyk’s fourth exhibition with the gallery.

Since the popularization of complexity theory, cybernetics, and theories of coexistence in the 1960’s,
artists have been inspired to design objects and environments that heighten the viewers’ awareness of
the worlds that surround them. Science and technology have increasingly informed the realms of art
and design and provided the means to enhance our understanding of our perceptual and behavioral
responses to the world.
The 1966 cult classic, Fantastic Voyage, which inspired Isaac Asimov’s science fiction novel of the same
name, offered viewers a mind-blowing journey through the human vascular system, provoking
meditations on scale in various forms. Such affective encounters with scale — those which enhance
our awareness of our bodies in relationship to other entities — also occur broadly throughout human
experience, from viewing miniature particles through the lens of a microscope to wandering through
monumental physical environments.
(over, please)

Oculus is in step with the affective turn in contemporary art and with artists who produce work that
complicates both the viewer’s understanding of the relative scale of the object and also the relative
scale of the viewer in relation to the object. This complex light sculpture depicts a colossal abstracted
drosophila eye — replete with compound faceted surfaces — which is inspired in part by a series of
scanning electron micrographs Olynyk produced in a transgenic lab several years ago. It recalls the
circular opening at the apex of a cupola and also alludes to a surveillance device, or drones hovering
in mid-air. Viewers’ reflections play across the undulating surface and this apprehension of the ‘self’
affects both individual and collective behavior in the viewing space in unexpected and open-ended
ways. This affective dynamic plays on the precariousness of interspecies coexistence within the world,
one that is always contingent upon viewers’ bodies and the variability of the environment around
them. The act of gazing at Oculus also puts into play the reciprocal condition of both seeing and
being seen.
Oculus also invites us to ponder the impact of the gargantuan and the miniature on our perception of
bodily presence and scale. This work explores those sensory modalities that play a dominant role in
spatial perception and triggers the effect of scale on several fronts: first, in the viewer’s perception of
the work’s relationship to architectural space; second, in the relationship between the micro and
macro worlds; and third, in the viewer’s perception of their own bodily scale in relation to the work.
Ultimately, Oculus strategically triggers an affective encounter with the colossally represented
miniscule, offering a fantastic voyage that navigates spatial, temporal, and phenomenal worlds.
Olynyk received her MFA degree with Distinction from the California College of the Arts and spent
four years as a Monbusho Scholar and a Tokyu Foundation Research Scholar in Japan. She is the
recipient of numerous awards and distinctions, including a Helmut S. Stern Fellowship at the Institute
for the Humanities, University of Michigan and a Francis C. Wood Fellowship at the College of
Physicians, Philadelphia. She has held residencies at UCLA’s Design Media Arts Department; the Banff
Center for the Arts in Canada; Villa Montalvo, California; and the Narrenturm institute and museum in
Vienna. Her work has been featured at Palazzo Michiel in Venice, the Los Angeles International
Biennial, The Brooklyn Museum, the Saitama Modern Art Museum in Japan, and Museo del Corso in
Rome. Her solo exhibitions include: Sensing Terrains at the National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.C., Dark Skies at the Art I Sci Center Gallery at UCLA, and Transfigurations at Galeria
Grafica Tokio, Tokyo, Japan. Other recent exhibitions include: Umwelt: Christine Davis, Patricia Olynyk
and Meredith Tromble at the BioBAT Art Space, Brooklyn; Skeptical Inquirers at the Sidney Mishkin
Gallery, Baruch College, New York; Sleuthing the Mind at the Pratt Manhattan Gallery, and Ephemeral:
Unraveling History at the Ruth S. Harley Gallery, Adelphi University, New York.
Olynyk is the Director of the Creative Research Institute, and the Florence and Frank Bush Professor of
Art at Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts, Washington University in St. Louis. She co-directs the
Leonardo/ISAST NY LASER program in New York, which promotes cross-disciplinary exchange
between artists, scientists, and scholars. Her writing is featured in publications that include Public
Journal, the Routledge Companion to Biology in Art and Architecture, Technoetic Arts, and Leonardo
Journal.
(Image: Patricia Olynyk. Oculus, 2018. 36 x 54 x 48 inches / 91.4 x 137.2 x 121.9 cm)
Digital Modeling by Nathaniel Elberfeld and Alex Waller, Metron Designworks and Sung Ho Kim, Axi:Ome
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Arny Nadler, Douglass Freed, Patricia Olynyk, Van McElwee, Bruno L. David are available for
interviews. For images and additional information, please contact Cleo Kelly, at
cleo.kelly@brunodavidgallery.com

Bruno David Gallery
Public Hours:
Tuesday - Friday 11 - 6 pm, Saturday 11 - 5 pm and open by appointment
Closed Sundays and Mondays
Email: info@brunodavidgallery.com
Website: brunodavidgallery.com
Tel: 1.314.696.2377

ABOUT THE BRUNO DAVID GALLERY & BRUNO DAVID PROJECTS
Founded in 1984 in New York City, Bruno David Gallery has been a leading art gallery since its establishment in Saint Louis in 2005. Bruno
David represents some of the most innovative artists practicing in Saint Louis, along with artists of international reputation.
Join in the conversation with Bruno David Gallery on Twitter ( @bdavidgallery & @bdavidprojects ),
Facebook ( facebook.com/brunodavidgallery ), Instagram ( @brunodavidgallery ), Gallery Blog ( goodartnews.com/ )
And via the hashtags: #BrunoDavidGallery #ArnyNadler #DouglassFreed #Patricia Olynyk #VanMcElwee #GoSeeArt #DowntownClaytonMO
#ArtExhibition #OpeningSoon #artbook #ContemporaryArt
Free digital format Ebook publications on ISSUU ( issuu.com/brunodavidgallery )
Purchase books on LULU ( lulu.com/spotlight/brunodavidgallerypublications )
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